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My name is Kayla and for the past few years I've been trying to become a professional model. Up to

this point I've only been able to get small modeling jobs until the day I tryout to model for Speed

Motorcycles, the number one motorcycle company in the United States. That's where I meet

Ethan... The billionaire owner of Speed Motorcycles.He's dropdead sexy and all about the ladies.

However, he suddenly gets fixated on just me but I refuse to sleep with him just to get the modeling

job. Somehow I get the job anyway and he continues to persue me until I can't take it anymore and

give in. I fall for him hard and when secrets come out about him it might ruin everything we have. I

should have known everything wouldn't be simple with a billionaire. Will we be overcome all the

secrets or will they destroy us forever?*This steamy sexy motorcycle mc bad boy alpha billionaire

romance is perfect for fans of Cassie Cross, Hannah Ford, Deborah Bladon, Kendall Ryan, Lauren

Blakely, and J.S. Scott *
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As an aspiring author I appreciate the effort this writer put forth and applaud their tenacity in

finishing this project. I hope that you (the author) will take the time to improve your basic writing



skills, grammar, and spelling. I was unable to read past the free section because of the copious

errors and misuse of words. Oddly enough the positive reviews are also riddled with errors. I hope

you continue to hone your craft and create since you obviously have a love for it. The two stars are

for the great effort- you have already completed more novels than I have so you are doing

something right!

A self made billionaire, meets a young model and instantly fall for her and he claimed to be a

comfirmed bachelor, but his passed comes back to haunt him and can ruin the company he builded.

Only one person can keep him sane though it all and she's not sure her love alone will help, but she

plans to stick it out with him.This was an interesting story line , with a lot of twists and turns and

likeable characters.I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

Loved reading each of these books. Each one is so different. Easy to fall in love with all of the

characters and the storylines. This was a great summer read to just escape from everything going

on for a few hours. Every chapter leaves you wanting more to know what is going on. There were

spelling errors and issues that should have been caught but the books were still fun to read.

Please whoever published this and  should be embarrassed. Amateur is an understatement. Less

than 2% in and I hate all 3 unbelievable main characters. I'm insulted. This author needs some

serious real life experience and technical writing skills.

Ethan meets Kayla at a photo shoot for his new line of motorcycles and falls head over heels in lust

with her! She has a boyfriend and wants to remain faithful, u til she finds him with her best friend!

Now the fun begins

Kayla always wanted to be a model and when she goes to audition for Speed Motorcycles her life

want me the same. As soon as Ethan sees Kayla he knows he wants her to be his cover model.

With having a bad audition Kayla thinks her chances r slim but Ethan calls with an offer. Kayla

boyfriend was a user and treated Kayla like she was nothing and finally she saw what every one

knew that she deserves better and Ethan wanted that too be him. Ethan has a past and when it

comes to haunt him will he lose Kayla?

Kayla been trying to become a professional model, She get small jobs here and there but she wants



more. Then she heard about a Modeling job for Speed Motorcycles.Ethan is the owner of Speed

Motorcycles, he is also a handsome playboy who really loves to play.Ethan meets Kayla and he

cannot get her out of his head. Kayla is engaged and even though she is attracted to him she will

not sleep with him in order to get the job plus she is also engaged and would never cheat. Ethan

decides to hire Kayla more for his own personal reason. Will Kayla give into Ethan, will she be able

to work for him with the attraction that is too hard to deny? This is where I will stop in order to not be

a spoiler

I just finished this book and I liked it. I always enjoy reading Claire Adams. I was disappointed with

the editing, but It did not take away from the book. I once again enjoyed Claire Adams book.
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